25 Juna Fondacija Društva zajedničkih vrijednosti
Club de Madrid organizuju prvu Međunarodnu
konferenciju, Forum sa drugim panelom
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zajedničkih vrijednosti Sarajevo na broj (++387) 61 267 006,
kontakt osoba Lamija Ćeremida.

June 25th, Foundation Shared Societies and Values
and Club de Madrid are organizing International
conference, Forum with second panel on
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Foundation Sarajevo
WHERE: Bosniac Institut –Adil beg
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Mustafe Bašeskije 21, Saraejvo.
For queries, please contact Shared Societies and Values
Foundation Sarajevo at (++387) 61 267 006 attention:
Lamija Ćeremida

EDUCATION AS BUILDING BLOCK OF SHARED SOCIETIES AND VALUES
Education, as one of the main
cornerstones of the country
progress both in social and
economic
terms,
suffered
great damages and got very
fragmented.
Considering the fragmented
state of the educational system,
it is easy to understand the
preoccupancy of the policymakers and academia with the
need to restructure the system.
It is a fact that many current
problems in the education come
from the lack of coordination and
competences between different
government levels.

QUESTIONS TO
ADDRESS
1. Education system globally,
regionally and in BiH in particular, is not committing
and aligning to shared society concept. The education
system is not functioning as
a building block of future
prosperity and shared society
and values concept. How to
address this challenge effectively?
2. Education can be used to improve the countries’ competitiveness. In a case of B&H, the
Dayton Peace Agreement
fragmented the system. There
is a common and frequent understanding that this led to
destruction of the educational
system and it is probably the
worst thing that can be done
to one country in long term.
What to do now?

However, focusing only on
the structures, and omitting
to address the society, societal
values and challenges occurring
in interethnic relations may
eventually lead to further
destruction of both system and
society.
Societal values ought be shared
and as such reinforced through
the educational system, thus
leading to shared societies, by all
for all.

3. How would you assess the
global situation in terms of
education and understanding
shared societies concept? Is
the misunderstanding and ignorance only the regional and
countries wide problem or is it
present worldwide?
4. If EU applied appropriate educational reforms, why they
did not succeed with shared
society concept?
5. South East Europe 2020
Strategy is promoting smart
growth with emphasis on
education, competences, research, development,… What
would be the major step in the
region to get countries ready
for smart growth that is being promoted in South East
Europe 2020 Strategy?

http://www.clubmadrid.org/ssp/SSP_
Publication2012_Maastrich.pdf

BiH’s
society
needs
new
paradigm, based on the culture
of
dialogue,
reconciliation
and mutual understanding, in
attempt to build a just society
with the same rights and
prospects for all citizens. Societal
values ought be shared and as
such reinforced through the
educational system, thus leading
to shared societies, by all for all.
Our intention is to support the
concept of shared values, equal
opportunities and “united in
diversity” concept in a broader
context.

6. Which is the world most challenging educational issue? Is it
related to substance (content,
orientation, strategy) or to financing?
7. When considering world
trends, what is the future of
the world education and what
is its role in creation of shared
societies and values?
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